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Reference-Point Formation and Updating with Additional Market Information

ABSTRACT

Experimental studies in behavioral finance historically have confirmed that subjects are highly
influenced by reference points when making economic decisions. A recent study by Baucells, Weber
and Welfens (2011) analyzed the dynamics of reference price formation using experimental methods
with subjects forming reference prices for stocks based on observed price sequences. Their study helps
to clarify behavioral effects of past prices on reference price formation but it does not consider
contextual information. We extend the BWW study by adding market price information as background
to the experiment, and we investigate how this additional information affects reference point formation
and updating. Our overarching hypothesis is that if the market background information has no impact
then it should not alter the results of BWW; otherwise, the additional market information should be an
explanatory variable for the reference point. Our results confirm the hypothesis that market information
matters. We also investigate the impact of pessimism and optimism on reference prices by the combining
the BWW framework with a model of disappointment aversion developed by Gollier and Muerman
(2010). Our study fills a void in the literature by providing new evidence on the impact of contextual
market information on reference point formation in an investment setting.
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Reference-Point Formation and Updating with Additional Market Information

1. Introduction
Behavioral theories of risky choice are a widely accepted alternative to the standard expected utility
(EU) framework of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) and Savage (1954). A key element of behavioral
models is reference dependence, which Stracca (2004) contends is “perhaps the most important single element
of the behavioral finance literature.” Reference dependence is the basis for Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979)
prospect theory (PT) which posits that economic decision makers derive utility not only from absolute wealth,
but from changes in wealth relative to a subjective reference point.
PT assumes an S-shaped value function that is concave over gains and convex over losses. This implies
diminishing marginal value away from the origin so that losses are felt more intensely than gains, resulting in
decision behavior that is risk averse in the gain region and risk seeking in the loss region. PT and the related
concept of mental accounting [Thaler (1985)] help to explain emprical violations of EU such as the disposition
effect [Shefrin and Statman (1985)] which states that investors tend to dispose of gains quickly but resist selling
at a loss. The disposition effect implies that reference point adaptation to new price information will be more
complete for an increase in price from an assumed reference point versus a decrease of equal magnitude.
A strand of research over several decades provides empirical [e.g., Odean (1998)] and experimental
[e.g., Weber and Camerer (1998)] support for prospect theory explanations of the disposition effect in
investment settings, including an experimental study of reference price formation by Baucells, Weber and
Welfens (2011) (BWW) in which subjects formulate reference prices for hypothetical stocks based on simulated
price patterns presented on a computer screen. BWW use the subjects’ elicited reference prices and an assumed
PT utility function to parameterize a rank-dependent probability weighting function that they use to construct
out-of-sample reference price forecasts.
While PT has largely been supported empirically, research has shown that some of its key results are
unstable across different contexts or framing domains [Hershey and Shoemaker (1980), Fischhoff (1983), and
Schneider and Lopes (1986)]. In addition, several studies document alternative explanations for the disposition
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effect such as portfolio rebalancing [Samuelson (1969), Merton (1969)], selective attention [Barber and Odean
(2007), Karlsson, Loewenstein and Seppi (2009)], irrational beliefs about mean reversion [Barber and Odean
(1999), Barberis and Xiong (2012)], and anticipatory feelings of regret [Bell, (1982), Loomes and Sudgen
(1982)] or disappointment [Bell (1985), Gul (1991)]. In the latter category, Gollier and Muerman (2010) (GM)
introduce a decision criterion based on disappointment aversion where the reference point is determined
endogenously based on certainty-equivalence criteria prior to resolution of uncertainty.
All of the above theories share the common finding that reference point effects are context-dependent.
This limits generalizabilty and complicates the task of sorting out the interplay between inherent and contextdriven effects, highlighting the need for more work in this area. Toward that end, we synthesize previous
research and develop a new platform for experimentally analyzing the impact of market context on reference
price formation. Our model combines BWW and GM into a unifying framework that considers both prospect
theory and disappointment-aversion explanations of reference point effects. Our work adds additional clarity to
BWW’s original findings and provides a decomposition of their results based on stock- and market-related
factors.

2. Methodology
A primary way that behavior-based models differ from EU is through the assumption of probabilitydependent preferences (PDPs), where perceived utility depends not only on the shape of the utility function but
also on subjective decision weights that may differ from objective probabilities. Fehr-Duda and Epper (2015)
identify two main classes of PDP models: rank-dependent models [Quiggin (1982), Tversky and Kahneman
(1992)], which include cumulative prospect theory as a variant; and disappointment-aversion (DA) models [Gul
(1991)]. These two general types are differentiated by the manner in which subjective decision weights are
formed. In rank-dependent models the weights are based on a ranking of possible outcomes, where gains and
losses are measured relative to an exogenous reference point, whereas in DA models the probability weights and
the reference point are determined simultaneously and endogenously so as to optimally balance a tradeoff
between feelings of anticipation and disappointment. BWW assumed a rank-dependent weighting process,
whereas our extended framework considers disappointment-aversion explanations of reference point effects in
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addition to looking at prospect theory explanations.
BWW presented subjects with scenarios portraying a hypothetical sequence of stock prices y1, . . . , yn.
For each observed price sequence they elicited a reference price  from the subject. From these reference
points they inferred decision weightings on beginning, ending, and intermediate prices of the sequence for a
representative subject. The present study extends BWW in two primary ways. First, we contextualize the
hypothetical stock price sequences by adding market price sequences as background information. Second, we
consider a more general decision framework that incorporates anticipatory feelings of ex ante savoring and ex
post disappointment using the Gollier-Muerman (2010) disappointment-aversion model.
BWW considered two possible mechanisms of reference point formation to describe how subjects arrive
at their reported values of  . Under the integrated mechanism, past prices are aggregated into a single
reference value, rn+1 = f(y1, . . ., yn), and experienced utility at time n+1 is determined by comparison of this
reference value to the price at time n+1. The subject’s reported value  solves υ( – rn+1) = 0, where υ is
a prospect theory value function such that υ(0) represents emotional neutrality. In other words, the reported
value  is the subject’s unique reference price. Under the segregrated mechanism, the value function is
applied separately to each past price, and overall utility is taken as a weighted average of the separate utility
measures: ∑ , ( −  ), where the weights sum to 1. The reported reference price  solves:
 −  ) = 0. The weights do not represent probablities but are “prevalences” that measure
∑ , (
subjective importance to the subject of each price in the sequence. For example, if only the purchase price
matters then , = 1 and all of the other weights are zero. BWW find that initial and ending prices are heavily
weighted, indicating high salience, and that intermediate prices receive less decision weight.
Rank-dependent models can help to explain apparent anomalies such as the disposition effect but they
generally do not specify an underlying behavior mechanism for the subjective weighting. Disappointmentaversion models explicitly postulate a type of behavioral process for the formation of decision weights based on
anticipated feelings of disappointment and savoring. These feelings correspond to the human traits of
pessimism and optimism which are perhaps the most common characterizations of market sentiment. Hence,
the DA model is a natural choice for analyzing the impact of market context on reference point formation.
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The GM model assumes a set of lottery payoffs {c1, . . . , cS} with corresponding objective probabilities
Q={q1, . . . , qS}. Without loss of generality, c1< c2< ∙ ∙ ∙ < cS. The decision agent forms an anticipated payoff y
that provides satisfaction from ex ante savoring but at the same time increases ex post disappoinment. The agent
chooses subjective probablities P={p1, . . . , pS} simultaneously with y so as to optimally balance the utility
tradeoff between savoring and disappointment. The reference point is the optimal value y* that equates the
expected payoff to the certainty-equivalent of the risky lottery. GM express this as a maximization problem
over an intertemporal preference functional W(Q) that is a weighted sum of anticipatory satisfaction at Date 1
and expected satisfaction from the final payoff at Date 2:
() = max  ∑!  (  , ) + ∑! # (  , )
,

s. t. (, ) = ∑!  (  , )

(1)
(2)

The first term measures ex ante utility from anticipatory savoring based on subjective probabilities P, whereas
the second term computes utitlity of ex post consumption based on objective probabilities Q. The certaintyequivalence condition is imposed by the constraint, and parameter k is an intensity measure of the agent’s
anticipatory feelings.
In our expanded framework, the relevant connection between BWW and GM is through the role of
information. In the GM framework, at any time prior to the resolution of uncertainty, decision makers can reoptimize their utility in response to new information by forming a new combination of reference price y* and
subjective probabilities P*. Consider a thought experiment where a GM decision agent forms a reference price
based on past stock price information, as in BWW. Prior to resolution of uncertainty, new information arrives
that changes the decision agent’s outlook, making her either more optimistic or more pessimistic. The agent can
reassess the situation and recalibrate her probabilities to form a new reference price and achieve a new level of
utility which may be either higher or lower than before, but one that is optimal given the new information. The
resulting change in the reference price represents the marginal impact of the new information. We designed our
experiment with the aim of capturing such incremental effects, where the information in this case is market
context. Our overarching hypothesis is that market context matters, which we are able to demonstrate by
conditioning BWW’s results on different market states.
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Note that the change in perceived utility requires no action on the part of the agent. However, it does
require the agent to deliberately balance ‘wishful thinking’ with realistic expectations in a way that, as GM point
out, involves managing some cognitive dissonance. However this is something humans do all the time in order
to feel better about situations they may not control. Suppose, for example, that your favorite sports team is in a
tournament and you feel good about their chances, but you resist getting too excited for fear of a letdown. New
information arrives that makes you feel more secure about your team’s prospects. Now you can indulge in
feeling more excitement without intensifying your apprehension, or alternatively you can reduce your fear of
disappointment without dampening your elation. You may contemplate this tradeoff even if you don’t act on it.
Such contemplation, whether subconscious or volitional, is equivalent to changing the amount that you would
be willing to pay if you imagined placing a hypothetical bet – i.e., it is equivalent to changing your reference
point.
2.1

Design of Experiment
Following BWW, we presented each subject with a series of simulated stock price patterns on a

computer screen under a hypothetical situation. We asked the subject to imagine that they purchased a stock
several days ago and then immediately went on vacation to a locale where they could not trade or monitor its
price. Upon their return from vacation, the subject views the simulated sequence of past prices that occurred
during their vacation. Then, following Arkes et al. (2008) and BWW, we elicit a reference point by asking the
subject to enter a price that would produce ‘emotional neutrality’ if they were to sell the stock at their stated
price. For comparability with BWW we used essentially the same language in our instructions to the subject.
We made no mention of the market information either verbally or in writing; we simply added the market price
sequence as background information on the computer screen, giving no explanation or clarification as to its
relevance. The exact set of instructions that we gave to subjects appears in Exhibit A.
[ insert Exhibit A approximately here ]
BWW devised a methodology to measure the impact of various price factors on subjects’ reference
points by constructing ‘orthogonal’ pairs of price sequences so as to isolate the effects of individual factors.
Specifically, BWW focused on the following five factors: purchase price (PP); current price (CP); average
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intermediate price (AIP); highest price (HP); and lowest price (LP). BWW formed orthogonal pairs such that
each pair of price sequences was identical with respect to eactly four factors; hence any difference between the
reference points from those two sequences must be attributable to the fifth factor.
For example, in BWW’s Table 3, stock patterns 1 and 2 are identical with respect to all factors except
purchase price; therefore any difference in the reference prices for these two patterns, where the difference is
denoted by R1 - R2, must be attributable to the difference in purchase price, PP1 - PP2. BWW’s table 3 indicates
that for this orthogonal pair the average difference in reference prices across all subjects was 52.8 currency units
(euros). Correspondingly, the average difference in purchase price was 100 euros. Hence, the observed unit
effect was 0.528 for this orthogonal pair. In all, BWW constructed five orthogonal pairs for each factor. The
top row in BWW’s Table 3 lists all of the pairs associated with changes in PP. The combined average unit
effect for PP across all five pairs in the top row was a 0.48 for each one unit increase in purchase price.
We extended BWW’s design as follows. First, we selected a subset of 20 BWW stock price patterns,
then we expanded on this subset by constructing four market patterns for each stock pattern, resulting in four
sub-cases for each original stock pattern that we labeled a-d. For example, the stock patterns 1 and 2 were
expanded by adding market patterns as follows:

This design produces four subcases that we can use to condition the reference price effect R1 - R2 on the market
pattern. If our four subcases yield different results across different market patterns, this would indicate that
market context matters. Similarly we expanded all of the patterns in our subset of 20 stock sequences, resulting
in 80 total cases where each case consists of a stock pattern and associated market pattern. We contrived our
market patterns in a manner that allows us to isolate both stock and market characteristics, as well as covariation
effects. A complete listing of our stock and market patterns appears in Table 1.
[ insert Table 1 approximately here ]
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The experiments were conducted in a classroom setting at Colorado State University on groups of
subjects consisting of undergraduate male and female undergraduate finance students who had completed at
least one junior-level principles of finance course. Subjects completed the experiment individually on personal
computers. Separate group sessions were held on three different dates and results were combined. The
combined sample size was 63 students after eliminating outliers and obvious data entry errors. Room conditions
were similar for each session and we did not separate results according to which session students attended.
2.2

Experiment Results
Our experiment results appear in Table 2. This table shows the pairings used to isolate each factor, and

the average change in reference price for each factor both in dollar terms and per currency unit (U.S. dollar).
[ insert Table 2 approximately here ]
For each pairing we performed a matched-pair sign test, using the same methodology as BWW, to test the
significance of results for each row in the table; p-values are reported in the last column. The p-values indicate
uniformly strong statistical significance for the impact of purchase price and current price, with mixed results
for the other factors. Table 2 is summarized as follows.
• Purchase price: We find an overall average unit effect of 0.38 for PP which is slightly lower than BWW’s
average finding of 0.48. While these numbers are roughly comparable, we find significant differences across
market patterns. For example, our four cases comparing stock patterns 1-2 produced unit effects ranging from
0.33 to 0.44 conditioned on the market pattern, compared to BWW’s unconditional average of 0.528. Similarly,
for stock patterns 7-8 our conditional unit effects ranged from 0.28 to 0.45, compared to BWW’s average of
0.443. These findings indicate that market information does indeed matter. Our findings for PP are statistically
significant, with p-values of zero for all eight cases.
• Current price: For CP we find that our overall average unit effect of 0.42 is considerably higher than
BWW’s overall average of 0.21. Again, we find considerable variability across market scenarios with extremely
high statistical significance in all cases. Comparing stock patterns 11-12 we observe conditional unit effects
ranging from 0.41 to 0.61, significantly higher than BWW’s unconditional average of 0.230. Similarly, for
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stock patterns 15-16 our conditional unit effects are higher than BWW’s, ranging from 0.31 to 0.37, compared
to an unconditional average of 0.231 for BWW.
• Average intermediate price: For AIP our overall average unit effect of 0.12 is nearly identical to BWW’s
overall average of 0.09. Again, our conditional unit effect exhibits wide variation; however only about half of
our cases are statistically significant. Overall these results indicate a relatively weak influence of AIP compared
to the purchase price and current price, with market information having less of an influence on reference price
formation compared to the previous factors.
• High price: Like BWW, we find this factor to be largely non-influential. Our overall average unit effect is
0.04, which is similar to BWW’s overall average of 0.06. Like BWW, most of our comparisons involving HP
are not statistically significant.
• Low price: Like BWW, we find an overall negative effect of LP on reference price formation, however we
find both a stronger negative influence and greater statistical significance compared to BWW. Our overall
average unit effect is –0.22, compared to BWW’s overall average of –0.09. Notably, our comparison of patterns
35-36 indicate highly influential and significant results with wide variation cross market patterns. Our
conditional unit effects range from –0.30 to –0.57, all with p-values of zero, compared to BWW’s finding of –
0.047 with a p-value of 0.627. Our results suggest that investors might sometimes anchor to the stock’s
historical low price, but only in some market situations.
When taken overall, our results are remarkably consistent with BWW. Our overall average unit effect
across all scenarios for all factors combined is 0.74, compared to an overall average of 0.75 for BWW. Our
results suggest, however, that taking account of market information in adddition to the stock price pattern may
help to decompose the overall results and provide a more nuanced explanation of reference point dynamics,
which we explore further with additional analysis shown below.

3. Regression Analysis
Following BWW, we analyzed the impact of relevant factors by performing a regression of the
reference prices reported by subjects on relevant factors in a combined model containing data from all of the
paired comparisons. Whereas BWW considered only the five stock-related factors discussed above, we extend
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the model by adding market-related factors to the set of independent variables. Our results appear in Table 3.
For comparison we include BWW’s findings in our results table. Like BWW, we clustered standard errors by
subject to remove correlation bias.
[ insert Table 3 approximately here ]
First we performed a ‘naïve’ regression (model 1) using the same five stock-related factors used by
BWW. In comparing our results to BWW, we note that BWW obtained siginifcance for all five stock-related
factors, whereas we obtained significance for only three factors, i.e., purchase price, current price and, to a much
lesser extent, lowest price. This difference in results can be explained by the fact that our subjects used
additional market information to form their reference prices, and this information is omitted from the naïve
model, whereas BWW used only stock price information for form their reference prices. In model 1 the
coefficients on purchase price and current price are 0.38 and 0.43, respectively. The intercept of 57.53 is
significant, compared to BWW’s significant intercept of 15.20. Our intercept is higher because it absorbs the
missing explanatory power associated with omitted market-related factors. BWW attributed their intercept to
the possibility that subjects may be adding in a built-in profit, which we also consider to be a viable
interpretation in both models.
In model 2, we improve on the naïve model by adding five market-related factors corresponding to the
same five variables used in the stock price model, i.e., PPmkt, CPmkt, AIPmkt, HPmkt and LPmkt. Again, the stock’s
purchase price and current price are highly significant with coefficients of 0.37 and 0.45, respectively. The high
and low stock price are also significant but only slightly. In addition, the market’s current price and average
intermediate price are also highly significant with coefficients of 0.06 and –0.05, respectively. The intercept is
considerably lower than the previous model and is not significant. Apparently when market information is
available, the investor still pays attention to the stock’s current price and purchase price, but pays less attention
to other stock-related variables, focusing instead on market factors such as current price and recent intermediate
price trend.
In models 3 and 4 we consider additional terms related to short-term and long-term price trends. In
model 3 we add a factor called LASTLEG to capture the current short-term price trend as measured by the
magnitude of price change observed since the most recent price reversal. In model 4 we add a factor called
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TREND to capture the long-term overall linear price trend, defined by the slope of a best-fit line computed for
each price sequence plotted as a function of time using ordinary least squares. We add LASTLEG and TREND
variables for both the stock and the market. We find that both of these terms are highly significant for the
market, but for the stock sequence only mild significance is found for LASTLEG.
In models 5 and 6 we added measures of covariation, including BETA, defined as the slope of the
characteristic line obtained by regressing the stock return on the market return using returns implied by each pair
of stock and market price sequences, and a variable to represent tracking error, called TRACKERR, which
measures how ‘differently’ the stock is moving compared to the market. TRACKERR is defined as the standard
deviation of the difference between the stock and the market return sequences. This is a commonly used
measure in practice in the mutual fund industry. In model 7 we added a term to capture interaction effects
between BETA and LASTLEGmkt. In models 5-7 the results were mixed, however some statistical significance
was found for the covariation factors as indicated in the table.
Overall, for the models we considered we found that the significance of market factors varied depending
on which measures of trend and/or covariation were included. However, we found that the stock’s purchase
price and current price remained consistently significant across all model specifications with fairly stable
coefficient values of approximately 0.37 for PPstk and 0.45 for CPstk. In addition to the regression models in
table 3, we also examined models with various other factors, in numerous combinations, that we do not report.

4. Analysis of Data Partitions
It is difficult to capture all of the relevant factors and their interaction effects in a single parsimonious
model because the combined data set contains a wide range of different stock and market scenarios, whereas
investor decision behavior is seldom the same across all market states and economic situations. To disentangle
the stock and market effects we partition the data into subsets corresponding to different combinations of
up/down price scenarios as shown in table 4 which we label as: S↑M↑, S↑M↓, S↓M↑ and S↓M↓. This
partitioning automatically segregates the interaction effects without requiring a model specification involving a
large number of complex interaction terms.
[ insert Table 4 approximately here ]
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We consider two different definitions of what constitutes an up or down price state. In panel a we
define both stock and market states in terms of capital gains and losses computed as (CP – PP); in panel b we
define both stock and market states in terms of the linear TREND variable; and in panel c we use (CP – PP) for
stocks and TREND for the market. In each panel we examined two model spefications. Model 1 consists of the
five stock factors used by BWW. Model 2 is a reduced model obtained from a backward stepwise regression.
For all of the regressions in table 4 we clustered standard errors by subject to remove correlation bias.
Examination of results in table 4 reveals some consistent patterns that corroborate well known reference
price effects. First, we observe that in three of the four states (all except S↓M↑), investors seem to focus more
on CP relative to PP, indicating a relatively higher degree of adaptation in those states. It is most pronounced in
states where the stock and market move in the same direction, and it holds whether the price direction is
measured by capital gains or by linear trend. This suggests that investors adapt more completely when the stock
and the market are moving in the same direction. When the stock and market move in opposite directions, we
observe that investors focus more on PP when S↓M↑ indicating less complete adaptation; but they focus more
on CP when S↑M↓ indicating more complete adaptation. Taken together, these results corroborate a disposition
effect, but only in up market scenarios. This is consistent with the attention hypothesis of Karlsson et al. (1985),
who posit that the disposition effect occurs because investors pay relatively more attention in rising markets.
In the loss domain, we find that investors focus on PP if the market is up, but they focus on CP if the
market is down. It appears that the market price exerts a ‘pull’ on the reference price, moving the reference
price in the same direction as the market. Intuitively, when S↓M↓ the market pulls the reference price lower,
i.e., in the direction of the current price (because PP > CP). Perhaps the falling market leads investors to
contemplate abandoning their loss before it falls even further into loss territory, which leads to more complete
adaptation as they anchor to the current price. But when S↓M↑, the market pulls the reference price higher,
moving it in the same direction as PP. Perhaps the rising market encourages investors to hold onto the stock
and wait for it to go back up, which leads to less complete adaptation as they anchor to the purchase price.
We also observe that when the stock and the market move in the same direction, the coefficient of LP is
negative and highly significant. This is consistent with the downside risk hypothesis of Ang et al. (2006) which
suggests that investors will focus more on downside risk when stocks are highly correlated with the market.
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4.1

Graphical Analysis
To aid in visualizing our experiment results we constructed a series of graphs shown in figures 1-4.

Our variable of interest is the extent of cumulative reference point adaptation expressed as a proportion of the
cumulative price change as follows:
Ak =

Rk − PP
,
CP − PP

(3)

where subscript k denotes kth price pattern. Complete adaptation means that Ak = 1, implying a reference price
of Rk = CP, whereas zero adaptation corresponds to Ak = 0 and Rk = PP. Reference price adaptation can be
greater than 1 (Rk > CP) or negative (Rk < PP). For example, if a stock is purchased at $200 and ends at $250, a
reference price of $275 implies over-adaptation with Ak = 1.5, and a reference price of $175 implies negative
adaptation with Ak = –0.5.
The extent of adaptation for a given individual may depend on intermediate stock and market price
movements, and such factors may affect different individuals in different ways. However, the same individual
may exhibit patterns of consistent behavior according to the market state and/or based on whether the stock is in
a capital gain (CP > PP) or capital loss (CP < PP) position. We say that an individual exhibits the disposition
effect if that individual’s mean adaptation in gain scenarios exceeds the individual’s mean adaptation in loss
scenarios. In figure 1 we analyze within-subject behavior by plotting each individual’s combination of mean
adaptation in loss versus gain scenarios as an (x, y) ordered pair. For example, the ordered pair (0.4, 0.8) would
depict an individual who averages 40 percent adaptation when sitting on capital losses and 80 percent adaptation
when sitting on capital gains. There are 63 data points corresponding to the number of subjects in the
experiment. Any individual who plots above the 45º line in figure 1 exhibits the disposition effect. Separate
graphs are shown for down-market scenarios (panel a) versus up-market scenarios (panel b), where up and down
markets are defined by the sign of LASTLEGmkt. The box-shaped gridlines in figure 1 delineate regions where
|Ak| ≤ 0.5 and where |Ak| ≤ 1.0.
The results in figure 1 indicate there is a strong disposition effect in both up and down markets, with a
slightly stronger effect when the market trends upward. In up-market scenarios, 57 subjects (90%) exhibit a
disposition effect, versus 49 subjects (78%) in down-market scenarios. A reverse disposition effect is observed
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for 6 subjects (10%) in up-market scenarios and 13 subjects (21%) in down-market scenarios. In up-market
scenarios the mean adaptation level averaged across individuals is Ak = 0.95 in the gain domain and Ak = 0.13 in
the loss domain. In down-market scenarios the average adaptation across individuals is Ak = 0.82 in the gain
domain and Ak = 0.22 in the loss domain.

4.2

Market Context Effects
In figure 2 we slice the data in a different manner and analyze within-subject behavior along the

dimensions of up versus down markets, where up and down markets are defined by the sign of LASTLEGmkt.
As before, each data point corresponds to a particular subject; however this time we define the x- and y-axes to
measure average adaptation in down versus up markets, as opposed to average adaptation in loss versus gain
domains like we did in figure 1. Separate graphs are shown for scenarios in the loss domain (panel a) versus the
gain domain (panel b). The disposition effect is now measured by differences between panels a and b as
opposed to deviations from the 45º line. The 45º line is now interpreted as the case where investor behavior is
identical in up and down markets, which corresponds to the BWW framework where subjects did not have
market information. Therefore departures from the 45º line in figure 2 represent the marginal effect of adding
market information to the decision agent’s information set.
Note that in the gain domain, positive adaptation implies an increase in the reference price, whereas in
the loss domain positive adaptation implies a decrease in the reference price. This is because the denominator
in equation (3) is negative in the loss domain and positive in the gain domain. As an example, consider the two
stock patterns 11 and 12. Stock pattern 12 is in the gain domain as the stock price starts at $200 and ends at
$250. An adaptation level of 0.5 corresponds to a positive shift in the reference price, from $200 to $225. Stock
pattern 11, on the other hand, is in the loss domain, as the stock price starts at $200 and ends at $150. Now an
adaptation level of 0.5 corresponds to a negative shift in the reference price, from $200 to $175. This sign
difference leads to different graphical interpretations in the two graphs in figure 2. In panel (b), an increase in
the reference price corresponds to a rightward (in down markets) or upward (in up markets) shift of data points
on the graph. But in panel (a), an increase in the reference price corresponds to a leftward (in down markets) or
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downward (in up markets) shift of data points on the graph. The sign difference also leads to an asymmetry in
gain and loss regions in the two panels (a) and (b), as indicated by the shaded regions.
Figure 2 offers several interesting insights. First, note that the inner box depicts individuals who
adjusted their reference point less than halfway, which indicates that they are focusing more on the purchase
price than the current price. This happens mostly in the loss domain which is to be expected. Relatively few
individuals in the gain domain fall into this range. Second, note that negative adaptation in up and/or down
markets occurs outside of the first quadrant, and anything in the third quadrant represents individuals who
systematically adapt negatively in both up and down markets. There is virtually no negative adaptation in the
gain domain; but in the gain domain this would mean selling for less than PP even while the stock price is
increasing. There is some negative adaptation observed in the loss domain, for about 20 individuals. Intuitively,
these individuals are holding out for a selling price higher than what they originally paid (Rk > PP). Consistent
with the first point above, such individuals are focusing on the purchase price.
The region outside of the inner box represents adapation greater than 0.5 suggesting that an individual is
focusing more on the current price than the purchase price. This happens frequently in the gain domain but
infrequently in the loss domain, as would be expected as greater adaptation in the loss domain approaches
capital loss territory with respect to the purchase price as adaptation approaches 1. The region outside of the
outer box represents adaptation greater than 1 which occurs frequently in the gain domain but is rarely observed
in the loss domain. This is intuitive, as in the loss domain this would imply a capital loss relative to the
purchase price. These types of observations are not evident from table 3 because all up/down scenarios are
lumped together, and these observations motivate the partitioning in table 4.
In the gain domain, the data points in the first quadrant that lie outside the larger box represent overadaptation (Ak > 1) in both up and down markets. This encompasses about half of the individuals. But there are
only a few such individuals in the loss domain. In the gain domain, more than complete adaptation means that
Rk > CP, i.e., the subject’s reservation price is above the current price whether the market is up or down. In the
loss domain, it means that Rk < CP, i.e., the subject’s reservation price is below the current price whether the
market is up or down. As mentioned, this describes only a few individuals.
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5. The impact of Disppointment Aversion
Next we consider the impact of disappointment aversion on reference point formation by considering
how different economic states and asset covariation properties might affect investor optimism and pesimism.
The GM model suggests that an increase in optimism should lead to higher reference prices, and an increase in
pessimism should lead to lower reference prices. The diagram in figure 3 outlines the predicted effects. Note
that there is an asymmetry due to the fact that in the loss domain, the signs of Ak and Rk are inversely related.
Figure 3 predicts that in fgure 2 we should observe a tendency in the loss domain for negative beta stocks to plot
higher and further left, and for positive beta stocks to plot lower and further right. In the gain domain, it predicts
that negative stocks should plot lower and further right, whereas positive stocks should plot higher and further
left. In figure 4 we partition the data, based on the sign of beta, into into top tercile (positive beta) and bottom
tercile (negative beta), where terciles are determined by cutoff value for beta of +/- 1.15. We test our hypothesis
informally by visual inspection and by comparing the slopes and intercepts of the characteristic lines for positive
and negative beta partitions.
The graphs in figure 4 indicate some support for our hypothesis, but it is not uniform. Comparing
panels a and b, we see that in the loss domain the characteristic line for negative beta stocks has a steeper slope
compared to positive beta stocks, which is consistent with our prediction, but the intecepts are not significantly
different. Comparing panels c and d, we observe that in the gain domain negative beta stocks have a flatter
slope which is consistent with our predicion, but negative beta stocks have a higher intercept which is the
opposite of our predicition.
In figure 5 we plot the characteristic lines for different terciles on the same graph for comparison,
including the middle tercile. Here we see that the graphs cross, and we observe that to the right of the crossover
point the relative positioning of the graphs supports our hypothesis. Hence the predicted relationship appears to
hold over most of the relevant range that contains most of the data points.

6. Concluding Remarks
This study develops an experimental framework for analyzing the effect of market context on reference
point formation, synthesizing and extending previous studies by Baucels at al. (2011) and Gollier and Muerman
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(2010). We use a disappointment-aversion framework to analyze our experiment results. Our overall
hypothesis is that market context metters, which our evidence supports. We analyze how reference point
adaptation depends on the market state and asset covariation properties. While our study does not consider
every possible factor that may impact reference point formation in different market states, we believe it is a step
in that direction. We believe that our methodology provides a rich framework for analyzing reference price
formation that it will be a useful platform for performing future research in this area..
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Exhibit A. Instructions for the Individual Choice Task
Please consider the following situation: A few days ago, on day 0, you purchased a stock. However, on the same
day you went on vacation. At your resort, you were able to monitor the price development of the stock and the
market index but you could not trade it.
Today, the day before your return journey, you once again take a look at stock price development since your
purchase on day 0. Because you can trade the stock again the next day back home, you ask yourself how you
would feel if you were going to sell the stock the next day. You ask yourself at what selling price you would feel
neutral about the sale of the stock, i.e., be neither happy nor unhappy about the sale. You assume the stock price
to rise or fall by up to $50 every day and regard all possible price changes between $+50 and $−50 as equally
likely.
On the following screens you will be confronted with several decision situations of this kind. You will be shown
the stock price and market index development chart starting from the purchase on day 0 until the day before your
return journey. The price for which you can trade the stock the next day back home is today still unknown. After
the price sequence is plotted, you will be asked to indicate at which tomorrow’s selling price you would just feel
neutral regarding the sale. Hence, we want you to indicate the selling price at which you would have neither
positive nor negative emotions about the sale of the stock, therefore being neither happy nor unhappy. You can
choose the price for which you would feel exactly neutral by typing into the message box (see Figure). This task
is not about your mathematical skills, and there is no right or wrong answer. Instead, we ask you to make a personal
decision on a selling price that would neither make you happy nor unhappy about the sale of the stock.
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Table 3 OLS Regression of Rk on Stock and Market Related Factors (N = 5,040)
Model:

BWW
(N=3,465)

Model
1

Intercept

15.20**

57.53***

PPstk

0.50***

CPstk

Model
2

Model
3

Model
4
15.89

Model
5
22.83

Model
6
23.64

Model
7

23.22

26.86

10.98

0.38***

0.37***

0.38***

0.35***

0.37***

0.37***

0.35***

0.27***

0.43***

0.45***

0.43***

0.50***

0.45***

0.45***

0.47***

AIPstk

0.13***

0.02

0.03

0.06*

0.04

0.03*

0.03

HPstk

0.07***

0.00

0.02*

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.03

LPstk

‒0.04*

‒0.05*

‒0.05*

‒0.05*

Stock:

‒0.06*

‒0.06*

‒0.06**

‒0.06*

0.07*

LASTLEGstk

—

—

—

0.03*

—

—

—

—

TRENDstk

—

—

—

—

‒0.10

—

—

—

PPmkt

—

—

0.05

0.04

0.03

CPmkt

—

—

0.06***

0.02

0.08***

AIPmkt

—

—

‒0.05**

HPmkt

—

—

‒0.01

0.01

0.00

LPmkt

—

—

0.01

0.00

0.02

LASTLEGmkt

—

—

—

0.03***

—

—

—

0.03***

TRENDmkt

—

—

—

—

‒0.13***

—

—

—

BETA

—

—

—

—

—

‒0.30

—

‒0.13

TRACKERR

—

—

—

—

—

—

0.05*

—

BETA x LASTLEGmkt

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

0.02***

n.a.
n.a.

1,595***
5

1,662***
10

1,683***
12

1,672***
12

1,663***
11

1,665***
11

Market:

‒0.02

0.05

0.05

0.06

0.06***

0.06***

0.02

‒0.06*** ‒0.05**

‒0.05**

‒0.03*

0.00

‒0.01

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.02

Covariation:

Model LR Chi-square†
degrees of freedom

Significance levels: ***.001, **.01, *.05
†Likelihood ra=o test of model ﬁt
Note : Standard errors are clustered by subject.
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1,702***
13

Table 4 OLS Regressions of Rk on Partitioned Subsets
Model 1: All Stock Factors
St↑ Mkt↑

St↑ Mkt↓

St↓ Mkt↑

Model 2: Final Model
St↓ Mkt↓

St↑ Mkt↑

St↑ Mkt↓

St↓ Mkt↑

St↓ Mkt↓

Panel a . Partitions based on the sign of stock gain (CP stk ‒ PP stk ) and market gain (CP mkt – PP mkt ).
Intercept

20.06

72.36**

PPstk

‒0.05

0.25

0.44***

CPstk

1.04***

0.51**

AIPstk

0.12

HPstk
LPstk
N
LR Chi-sqr
df

53.83***

25.75**

55.08***

123.22***

0.14

—

—

0.45***

—

0.22*

0.60***

0.89***

0.85***

0.36***

0.72***

‒0.11

‒0.25*

‒0.16*

—

—

—

‒0.19***

‒0.05

‒0.01

0.16^

0.04

—

—

—

—

‒0.28***

0.07

0.05

‒0.08

‒0.21***

—

—

—

882

882

1008

1008

882

882

1008

1008

218***

274***

348***

217***

271***

341***

5

5

86.20*** 110.81***

5

395***
5

2

1

392***

2

2

Panel b . Partitions based on sign of stock trend (TREND stk ) and market trend (TREND mkt ).
Intercept

38.93*

76.17***

14.74**

62.86***

63.56***

94.40***

42.30***

72.77***

PPstk

0.27***

0.45***

0.46***

0.29***

0.28***

0.44***

0.45***

0.29***

CPstk

0.59***

0.38***

0.43***

0.51***

0.57***

0.38***

0.42***

0.52***

AIPstk

0.06

0.06

0.07

0.00

—

—

—

—

HPstk

0.06

‒0.17**

0.05

0.05

—

‒0.16***

—

—

LPstk

‒0.15**

0.05

–0.02

‒0.12*

‒0.14***

—

—

‒0.12***

1260

1008

1134

1134

1260

1008

1134

1134

457***
5

301***
5

374***
5

339***
5

455***
3

300***
3

372***
2

339***
3

N
LR Chi-sqr
df

Panel c. Partitions based on sign of stock gain (CP stk – PP stk ) and market trend (TREND mkt ).
Intercept

–38.38

126.84***

49.86^

105.67***

45.01***

86.45***

41.54***

81.46***

PPstk

-0.20

0.41**

0.49***

0.01

—

0.37***

0.47***

—

CPstk

1.32***

0.28^

0.29*

0.75***

0.91***

0.48***

0.40***

0.84***

AIPstk

0.26*

‒0.19^

‒0.13

‒0.15**

—

—

—

—

HPstk

0.00

‒0.12^

0.12

0.06

—

‒0.17***

—

—

LPstk

‒0.35***

0.14^

0.03

‒0.08

‒0.19***

—

—

‒0.12*

819

693

882

882

819

693

882

882

232***

211***

343***

334***

228***

209***

341***

335***

N
LR Chi-sqr
df

5

5

5

5

Significance levels: ***.001, **.01, *.05, ^.10
Note : Standard errors are clustered by subject.
Note : For TREND variable, partitions consist of top and bottom tercile.
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2

3

2

2

Figure 1. Average Reference Point Adaptation in Gain versus Loss Domain (n=63 subjects)
Each point represents a given subject’s combination of average reference point adaptation (Ak) in stock gain
scenarios (y-axis) and stock loss scenarios (x-axis). Subjects who plot above the 45-degree diagonal exhibit a
disposition effect where adaptation is more complete for gains than for losses; whereas subjects who plot
below the diagonal exhibit a ‘reverse’ disposition effect where adaptation is more complete for losses than for
gains. Stock gains and losses are defined by the sign of (CPstk – PPstk). Results are segregated into down-market
scenarios (panel a) and up-market scenarios (panel b), where up and down markets are defined by the sign of
LASTLEG_mkt. Reference point adaptation is measured by Ak = (Rk – PP)/(CP – PP) for individual k.

disposition
effect

disposition
effect

Panel a. Adaptation in down market.
In down-market scenarios, 49 subjects (78%)
exhibited disposition effect and 13 subjects
(21%) exhibited a ‘reverse’ disposition effect.
The average adaptation was Ak = 0.82 in the gain
domain and Ak = 0.22 in the loss domain.

Panel b. Adaptation in up market.
In up-market scenarios, 57 subjects (90%)
exhibited a disposition effect and 6 subjects
(10%) exhibited a ‘reverse’ disposition effect.
The average adaptation was Ak = 0.95 in the gain
domain and Ak = 0.13 in the loss domain.
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Figure 2. Average Reference Point Adaptation in Up versus Down Market (n=63 subjects)
Each point represents a given subject’s combination of average reference point adaptation (Ak) in up-market
scenarios (y-axis) and down-market scenarios (x-axis). Subjects who plot above the 45-degree diagonal
adapted their reference point more completely in up markets relative to their adaptation in down markets;
subjects who plot below the diagonal adapted their reference point more completely in down markets relative
to up markets. Up and down markets are defined by the sign of LASTLEG_mkt. Results are partitioned into
stock loss scenarios (panel a) and stock gain scenarios (panel b), where stock gains and losses are defined by
the sign of (CPstk – PPstk).

Ak ≤ 1; investor is in
the black relative to
current price

Ak ≥ 0; investor is in
the black relative
to purchase price

↑Ak, ↓Rk

↑Ak, ↑Rk

Panel b. Adaptation in Gain Domain.
Positive (negative) adaptation corresponds to an
increase (decrease) in the reference price. The
shaded area indicates where the investor is in the
black relative to the stock’s purchase price in both
up and down markets. In the gain domain, 43
subjects (68%) exhibited greater adaptation in up
versus down markets; whereas only 20 subjects
(32%) adapted more completely in down versus
up markets. The average adaptation was Ak = 0.95
in up markets and Ak = 0.82 in down markets.

Panel a. Adaptation in Loss Domain.
Positive (negative) adaptation corresponds to a
decrease (increase) in the reference price. The
shaded area indicates where the investor is in the
black relative to the stock’s current price in both
up and down markets. In the loss domain, 41
subjects (65%) exhibited greater adaptation in
down versus up markets; whereas only 20 subjects
(32%) adapted more completely in up versus down
markets. The average adaptation was Ak = 0.13 in
up markets and Ak = 0.22 in down markets.
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Figure 3. Impact of Optimism and Pessimism in Different Market States
Panels a and b summarize the expected marginal effect of beta and economic state on reference point
adaptation abd the characterstic line of the graph in figure 2.
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Figure 4. Reference Price Adaptation for Positive and Negative BETA Partitions
Panels a through d show a breakdown of reference point adaptation in up versus down markets for positive
and negative BETA partitions, where the positive and negative partitions are defined as top and bottom tercile,
respectively. BETA terciles are determined by cutoff values of ± 1.15. Top and bottom terciles each contain 27
price sequences.

Panel a. Loss Domain; Negative BETA.

Panel b. Loss Domain; Positive BETA.

Panel c. Gain Domain;Negative BETA.

Panel d. Gain Domain;Positive BETA.
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Figure 5. Characteristic Lines for BETA Terciles
Panels a and b summarize the characteristic lines, determined as in figure 3, for BETA terciles. Terciles are
determined by cutoff values of ± 1.15.

bottom tercile (negative β)
middle tercile (mixed sign)
top tercile (positive β)

top tercile (positive β)
middle tercile (mixed sign)
bottom tercile (negative β)

Panel a. Loss Domain.

Panel b. Gain Domain.
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